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ON THE STABLE DECOMPOSITION OF ti2Sr+2

BY

E. H. BROWN, JR. AND F. P. PETERSON1

Abstract. In this paper we show that Q2Sr+2 is stably homotopy equivalent

to a wedge of suspensions of other spaces C¿, and that Ck is homotopy

2-equivalent to the Brown-Gitler spectrum.

1. Introduction. In this paper we show that Si2Sr+2 is stably homotopy

equivalent to a wedge of suspensions of other spaces Ck, that Ck cannot be

further decomposed into a wedge, and that Ck is homotopy 2-equivalent to

the Brown-Gitler spectrum B([k/2]) [3].

Let

Q=C2>*K2t(AS'),

where C„<k is the space of k distinct points in R". Snaith [12] showed that

Vr=ic* is stably homotopy equivalent to il2Sr+2, if r > 0. F. Cohen,

Mahowald, and Milgram [6] showed that

Cr=[sHr-x)Ckx    if r odd,

*      {S^C? if reven.

Our two main results are the following.

Theorem A. Q° is stably homotopy equivalent to (\ZfJx2]C¡x) V S°.

Theorem B. Ck is homotopy 2-equivalent to SkB([k/2]).

Thus, Q,2Sr+2 is stably homotopy equivalent to a wedge of suspensions of

Cx. More precisely, we have the following corollary.

Corollary C. ti2Sr+2 is stably homotopy equivalent to \Zk„xSkír~X)Ckx z/r

is odd and to

lk/2]oo   / lfe/2] \
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for r even and positive. For completeness, we note that a component ofQ?S2 is

homotopy equivalent to ß2S3. Furthermore, each piece of Q25r+2 is homotopy

2-equivalent to a Brown-Gitler spectrum.

We note that C^° = C2>i./2A U (base point) and that Cxk/^.k = K(Bk, 1),

where Bk is the &th braid group [2]. Hence Theorems A and B describe the

stable homotopy type of K(Bk, 1).

Finally, we note that Ck cannot be further decomposed into a wedge.

However, our low-dimensional computations lead us to believe that

C3k x2t (A^1) can be decomposed into much smaller pieces.

2. Results about the Brown-Gitler spectrum. Let A be the mod two Steenrod

algebra, x: A -» A the canonical antiautomorphism, and define Mk to be the

/I-module:

Mk = A/A{X(Saj)\i>k}.

One of the properties of the spectrum B(k) is that

(¿)H*(B(k);Z2)~Mk.
In the course of proving that hxh¡ represents a homotopy element [11],

Mahowald proves that H*(Ck; Z2) «¿ SkM[k/2]. If it had been known that Ck

and SkB([k/2]) were homotopy 2-equivalent, Mahowald's proof could have

been simplified. (Unfortunately, our proof of Theorem B does not simplify

Mahowald's proof, since we use his technique to prove B.) J. F. Adams noted

that property (a) does not characterize B (k). Other properties of B(k) are the

following (see [3]):

(b) If H = K(Z2) is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra and a: B(k)-*H

corresponds to 1 E H°(B(k); Z2), then a*: B(k)q(X) -» Hq(X; Zj) is an

epimorphism for q < 2k + 2 and X a CW-complex.

(c) If M" is a smooth «-manifold, v the normal bundle, and T(v) the Thom

spectrum of v, then a#: B(k)q(T(v))-* Hq(T(v); Z^ is an epimorphism if

n - q < 2k + 2.
(d) TT¡(B(k)) « (A*),- for i < 2k, where A* is the graded vector space with

basis the symbols A7,1 = (ix,..., i¡), 2i} > ij+x, i, > k, dim X7 = 2/}.

Along the way to proving Theorem B, we prove the following character-

ization of B(k).

Theorem 2.1. If Y is a spectrum which is trivial at odd primes and Y satisfies

properties (a) and (b), then Y is homotopy equivalent to B(k).

One may easily verify that the following sequence of A -modules is exact:

a ß

0 -» M[k/2] -» Mk-+ Mk_i -> 0,

where a(l) = x(Sq*) and ß(l) = 1.
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Theorem 2.2. The maps a and ß may be realized by a cofibration B(k — 1)

-> B(k) -+ SkB([k/2]) and hence there is a map h: Sk~xB([k/2]) -> B(k - I)

such that

B(k)~B(k-l)U„C(Sk-xB([k/2])).

In §3 we recall some results of [3], prove a lemma characterizing the

^-invariants of B(k) and prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. In §4 we make some

calculations in the Adams spectral sequence of Ck A K(Z2, 1). In making

these calculations we utilize the following results of Mahowald [11].

Let /: £ÎS3->ÇIS5 be the first James-Hopf invariant map. Then üf:

ß2S3 -» 22S5 defines a stable map g: C\k -> Ck3 = S2kCkx.

Theorem 2.3. C2k and C2xk+X satisfy property (a). Furthermore, there is a

commutative diagram

H>(S*Ci)     £    ff*(c¿)

// __ //

M[k/2] -» Mk

In §5 we prove Theorem B and in §6 and §7 we prove Theorem A.

3. The ^-invariants of B(k). Throughout this section, k is a fixed integer. In

[3,(5.1)], a collection of spectra Eq and Lq and maps eq: Lq->Eq_x were

constructed. Also a functor x on spectra was defined. Let Yq = x(£,)>

Kq = x(L?) and yq = x(eq)- Suppose N is a smooth, closed, compact, «-mani-

fold, v is its normal bundle, 77(1») is the Thom spectrum of v (the Thorn class

is in H°(T(v))) and v E Hp(T(v)). We will say that (N, v) is adapted to Mk
if n — p < 2k + 2 and

0->^{x(Sq')|/ > k) -*A^ H*(T(v))

is exact, where v*(a) = av. In §4 we describe an ,4-free acyclic resolution of

-*cq-X cq_x-+->c04 A4^o.

Proposition 3.1. (i) Y0 = K0 and K0, Kx, K2, . .. are generalized

Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra with vr^K^ a graded Z2 vector space. Also

K0 = H.

(ii) Yq may be taken as afibration over Yq_x with fibre Kq and k- invariant yq

(yq has degree + 1). H*(Kq) = Cq and dq: Cq^>Cq_x is realized by the
composition

i Y,

^?-i-> y,-i-> Kq

where i is the inclusion of the fibre.
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(iii) Suppose N is a smooth, compact, closed, n-manifold, v E Hp(T(vN)) and

n - p < 2k + 2. Then any lifting of v: T(vN) -> H = Y0 to Yq_x lifts to Yq.

Furthermore, if (N, v) is adapted to Mk and v: T(vN) -+Yq_x is such a lifting,

then yq is the unique map such that (yqi)* = dq and yqv = 0.

Proof. The properties of x and [3, (5.1)] yield (i) and (ii).

Let ch( ) = Hom(, R/Z). For any CW-complex X,

(Yq)p(X) = ch(X(y9 )'(*)) = ch((Eq)P(X)).

To prove the first part of (iii) we wish to show that

(Yq)P(T(v))^(Yq_x)P(T(v))

is an epimorphism for all q > 0 and « - p < 2k + 2. By S-duality this is

equivalent to

(Y,)p(N)->(Yq_x)p(N)

being an epimorphism for/» < 2k + 2, which in turn, is equivalent to

(E,-i)P(N)-+(E,)'(N)

being a monomorphism for/? <2k + 2. By [3, (5.1)(ii)], Lq-»*«Eq_x^>Eq is

a fibration and by (5.2)(iv), Lq2k->Eq_x¿k+X is zero. (Lq and Eq are fi-

spectra.) The desired result now follows since

L?-x(N)%Erq_x(N)^EPq(N)

is exact and eq. = 0 for/? < 2k + 2.

Suppose N and v are as above and (N, v) is adapted to Mk. Then yqv = 0

by the above. Since -» Yq -» Yq_x -> is constructed from an acyclic

resolution of Mk, the image of H*(Yq_,) in H*(Yq) is Mk and thus

0->Mk-*H*(Yq_x)'^H*(Kq_x)

is exact. The map v: H*(Yq_x)-» H*(T(v)) factors through Mk and hence

splits the above exact sequence. Therefore y*: H*(Kq)-*H*(Yq_x), and

hence yq, is uniquely determined by the conditions that yqv = 0 and (yg0* ~

dq.
We define B (k) = proj lim Yq.

In §5 we construct (N, v) adapted to Mk, but in fact, it is easy to see that

they exist from results in [4].

Corollary 3.2. Suppose Y is a spectrum which is trivial at odd primes,

H*(Y) « Mk and 1: y-> H represents 1 E Mk. If for some (N, v) adapted to

Mk there is a map v: T(vN)-* Y such that Iv = v, then Y and B(k) are

homotopy equivalent.

Proof. We lift Y-± H = Y0 to Yq by induction on q. Consider the
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commutative diagram:

q-l
+ K„

By (3.1)(iii), yjv = 0. Furthermore, c*: H*(Y)-> H*(T(v)) is a

monomorphism. Hence yj = 0 and therefore, / lifts to Yq. We may therefore

find a map F: Y -» B(k) which induces an isomorphism in cohomology and

is thus a homotopy equivalence.

Proof of 2.1. Suppose y is a spectrum satisfying (a) and (b) of §2 and

(N, v) is adapted to Mk. By 5-duality we have a commutative diagram

// //

Yp(T(v))      ->    H"(T(v))

Since n - p < 2k + 2, (b) implies that the horizontal maps are

epimorphisms. Therefore there is a map v: T(v)^> Y such that Iv = v and,

by 3.2, y and B(k) are homotopy equivalent.

Proof of 2.2. Let r«-r be the tower used to construct B (k)

and suppose (N, v) is adapted to Mk_x. One can lift I: B(k — I) -* H = YQ

to £(&) just as in the proof of 3.2 to obtain a map /: B(k — 1) -» 5(&)

realizing ß: Mk-+ Mk_x.

Define a spectrum Z by S*Z = B(k) \jf B(k - 1) and let g: B(k) -> Z be

the map of degree Ä: corresponding to the inclusion map of B(k) in SkZ.

Then H*(Z) ■= M[k/2]. Suppose (N, v) is adapted to Mk. Then (N, x(Sq*)u) is

adapted to M[k/2] and

X(Sq*)

commutes. Therefore by 3.2, Z and B([k/2]) are homotopy equivalent and

the proof of 2.2 is complete.

4. A lemma. Throughout this section if k is an integer, k = [k/2]. Let £, be

the /-plane bundle C2>/ X2; 7?' over C2_, = C^/l,, where 2, acts on 7?' by

permuting the coordinates. Let f(£0) and T(£¡) be the Thorn space and Thorn

spectrum of £/s respectively. It is immediate that t(£¡) = C¡. This section is

devoted to proving
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Lemma 4.1. For each / > 0 there is a smooth, closed, compact 2'-manifold N¡,

with normal bundle v¡, and a map f¡: v¡ -> £2, sucn inai ¡^e Stiefel-Whitney class

w^'-iM^O-

Proof. Let K= K(Z2, 1) and let t E H l(K) be the generator. We first

note that it is sufficient to prove there is an [h] E tr2¡(T(^2¡) A K) which is

nonzero on Sq2'_1w ® t, where u is the Thorn class. For suppose « is such a

map and/?: C2J X 7C-> C2>/ is the projection. Then T(p%) = T(C¡) A K+ D

T(£i) A K. Making h transverse to the zero section of p*£2¡, we obtain a

2'-manifold N¡ and maps/: v¡ -»£2< and s: N¡-*K such that

(fN¡ X s)*(w2l_x(£2,) ® 0 - w2,_ x(v,) Uî^O.

We recall some results from [3]. Let A be the free associative algebra with

unit over Z2 generated by X„ / = 0, 1,2,..., modulo the relations: If 2» < /,

Vy = 2 [2s - (j - 2/) J^+A-*-

Grade A by dim\ = /. Define X-!^ by the above formula. If I =

(i'i, /2.'/) and 2i} > /}+„ define Xj = \¡\¡2 • • • \ and /(A7) = /. A Z2-

basis for A is given by (X/), X(} = 1. Let A* = Hom(A, Z^ and let {X7} be

the basis of A* dual to {X7} (X/ is denoted by X7 in [3]). Let A* c A* be the

subspace generated by {X7!/^) = /, i, > k). Let Ck be the free left A

module generated by Ak. In [3] it is shown that the following is an .¿-free

acyclic resolution of Mk.

-> C/4. C,k_x -»->Cxk EMk

where

¿A/-2x'<\x/)x(s<r+>)x'
where the sum ranges over all / (admissible) and / = — 1, 0, 1,... ; e(l) = 1.

The following two lemmas are easily proved.

Lemma 4.2. The map

p: C*:-> C*-1■/'C*

defined by jti(X/) = X^*-1) /j an isomorphism of chain complexes.

Let /, = {X7| the last entry of I < t) c A.

Lemma 4.3. /, is an ideal in A and J¡k¡ c Js where s = t + [|X7|/2].

Proof. Induction on ¡(I).
Let y: Ck -+ Ck~x be the vi-linear map defined by y(k') - X(/,fc-1). Then

4.2 shows that dy + yd = 0 mod Ck and hence we may define a map a:

Ck -*Ckoy a — dy + yd. Then 4.2 and 4.3 yield the following lemma.
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Lemma 4A The map a is A-linear, da = ad and a(X( 5) = x(Sq*)X(} and

hence a: Ck —> Ck is a map of resolutions over the map a: Mk^> Mk of 2.2.

We next construct a resolution of Mk = Mk® H*(K). Let C,k = C,k ®

H*(K) with the diagonal A -module structure, that is

a(x®y)=^a'¡(x)®a¡'(y).

Let

d = d ®id: C,k->C,k_x,    E = c ® id: Cf -> A4,    à = a ® id: C*-> C*.

Lemma 4.5.

->Cjcl* Ql, -»-> c£ -*A4 -*0

i'í a« A-free, acyclic resolution of Mk, ä is a chain map, and ea" = (a® id)e.

Furthermore,

«*: Honi^C/, Z2) -»Ham^Ç*. Z2)

/j zero /« dimensions < 2/c.

Proof. The first part of 4.5 is immediate from 4.4. Suppose v E

Hornee?, Zi), |o| < 2k, and X1 ® t' E CjF, |X7 0 t'| = |o*o| = |o| - k. In
Ck,

X^X' ®i' = 2x(Sq')(^7 ® Stf-V)

= 2x(Sq')(yi/)(X/®^-')-

By 4.3, if X1 E Cm, X7(X,X,) = 0 for/ + 1 + [|Xy|/2] < m. Consider

a*u(X' ® i!) = o((rfy + yd)(X') ® t').

Since

ü(yí/x7 ® i') -2©(x/(x/x,)xvsq,+,)A"*-I> ® »')

=2,(j+lyi(wM^j'k-i)®ii+j+i),

this is zero as (j'+x) = 0 for/ + 1 > /, and for/ + 1 < /,

/ + 1 + [|X,|/2] -/ + 1 + [(M-j)/2] =[(/ + 1 +rM)/2] < E
The same argument shows that v(dy(X* ® i')) = 0 and the proof of 4.5 is

complete.

Let 1 ® (i1)* denote the element of Hom^Cg, Z^ which is one on 1 ® il.

Lemma 4.6. On 1 ® (i2'+)* E Hom^(C02', Z2),

a*(l ® (t2'+')*) = 1 ® (i2')*.
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Proof.

0(1 0 t2') = x(Sq2')0) ® t2' = 2x(Sq')(l ® Sq2'~'t2') = 1 0 t2'+\

In [11], the following is proved:

Lemma 4.7. H*(T(£k)) « Mk and there is a map g: 7\£2,+i) -» T(£2) such

that g* = a: M2i-\ -» M2¡.

Thus g A id: T(fe+i) A K^> T(Ç2) A K realizes â: Â72,-i -» Â72,. Therefore
g A id induces a map of the corresponding Adams spectral sequences, which

on the Ex level is,

a*: Hom^C2', Z2) -* Hom/1(C2'"', Z2).

We show that 1 0 (t2')* hves to E„ for all i. Suppose ds(l ® (i2)) = 0 for all i
and all s < r. Then

4(1 ® (i2')*) - ¿r(a*(l ® (t2'+')*)) = a*(4(l ® (t2'+1)*)) - 0,

since a* is zero on Hornee2', Z2) in dimensions < 2'+1.

Let [«] E 7T2.(7X£2,) A #) represent 1 ® (t2')*. Since x(Sq2'_1> = t2' and

¿(2 Sq7'! ® x(Sq2'_w>) = (e ® id)(Sq2'-,l ® i) = Sq2'"1! ® t,

« is nonzero on Sq2'-1« ® t and the proof of 4.1 is complete.

5. Proof of Theorem B. Note the diagonal map of A induces a map

p:Mk+l->Mk®M,.

Lemma 5.1. pis an injection ifk<l = 2' and when k = I = 2', the kernel is

{0,Sq2'+2->}.

Proof. In [3] it is shown that Mk = {x(Sq7)|^ = 0i>...,//) is admissible
and /, < k).

One may easily verify 5.1 directly for / = 1. We prove 5.1 by induction on

k and i. Suppose 5.1 is true for /' — 1. Then induction on k and the following

diagram give 5.1 for /.

Mk+Tf-*     -*      Mk      ®    M2i-i

•^4+2'      -»       A4       0      Af2/

i i
A4-1+2'    ->    A4_,     ®      M2,

Let T7: 4 X è ->&+/ be the bundle map defined as follows: Let/?: 7?2 -» R

be the first coordinate. If x = {xx,..., xk} E C2k,y = { v„ ...,y,} E Cy,

z = (z„ ..., zk) E Rk and w = (wx, ...,w,)E Rl, let F({x, z), {y, w)) =

{u, (z, w)) where
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u = x¡ — (max(p(xj)\ + 1, 0),       /' < k,

- y¡_k + (min{/?(yj)} + 1, 0),    k < i < k + l.

Since Ti^F): 77(4) A 3"(è)-> T(£k+l) carries the Thorn class to the tensor

product of Thorn classes, T(F) realizes p: A4+/--> A4 ® Mj if / is even.

Proof of Theorem B. If Q, is an /-manifold, let r, denote its normal

bundle and u¡ E H°(T(v,)) the Thom class. We construct a Q, and maps g,:

v¡ -» í¡ by induction on / such that (Q„ u¡) is adapted to Mj. Since M0 = Z2

and |( = 7?, we may take Qx = Sx. Suppose Qr has been defined for /' < /.

Let k be the least positive integer such that I = 2' + k. If k < 2', let

Qi — Qk*- Qx anQl let gi be the composition

Sk x Si' F

Vk X V2,    ->      4 X fy-» 4+2,.

By 5.1,

r(&)*: A/r« Ä»(r(6))-»jsr(r(rl>)

is an injection and hence (ß,, m,) is adapted to Mj. Suppose k = 2'. By 4.2

there is a 2/+'-manifold N and a map/: ^ -» £2/+i sucn that T(f*)(Scf* ~'u)

=5^ 0. Let £>2,+, = <22, X Q2, u TV and g2,+i = T^g^ X g2,) u / Again by 5.1,

(<22(+i, w2/+i) is adapted to M2i.

Theorem B now follows from 3.2 since T(gk): T(vk) -> T(£k) is the

required lifting.

6. H^(K(Bk, 1)). The homological properties of K(Bk, 1) = C2k/1,k have

been studied by Fadell and Neuwirth [8], Fox and Neuwirth [9], Arnold [1],

Fuks [10], Birman [2], and F. Cohen et al. [5]. May [5, Theorem 5.11]

constructs a map jk: C2k/2k^>(Q,2S2)0 such that jk : H+(C2jfc/2fc) -»

H^((Ü2S2)0) is a monomorphism and such that \Jjk- U C2Jc/1k -» (fi2S2)0 is

a homotopy equivalence. Using/*., F. Cohen [5] computes Htf(C2k/'2k; Zp) as

a module over /L,. His results concerning the /1-action are incorrect; the

following theorem is a corrected version.2

Theorem 6.1. Hif(C2k/'Zk; Z-¡) c P[cj] is generated by monomials

(ejj1 • • • (ej)r' such that 2'=1/-,2^ < k, where |e,| = 2> - 1. 7/Sq; « defined to

be the dual of Sq5, then Sq^, is determined by the formulae:

Sqft^-O   ifs>0,

Sql(e>+1) = ej   iff > I,

Sq' (ex) = 0.

H^Q.k/'Zk; Zp) c E(X)® E(ej)® P[ßeß   is  generated  by   monomials

2F. Cohen was aware of these corrections and agrees with them.
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X'(ßc'ej)r> ■ ■ ■ (ße'ej)r- such that 2(7 + 2,.,/^) < k, where |X| = 1, and

Iß'ej] = 2pJ — 1 — e. P^ is determined by the formulae:

n'(*j) - o,
PÏ(Bej) = 0   ifs>0,

Pl(ßej)--(Bej_xf   ifj>2,

¿>i(/fc.) = 0.

We will also need the results of May [5] and F. Cohen [5] on 7/«(ñ2S3).

Define $ = Qj~x(ix) E H¿Ü2S3; Z2), j > 1 where i, £ HX(Ü2S3; Z^ is the

generator. Define wt(^) = 2j~x, wt(x • y) = wt(x) + wt(y). For/? > 2, define

$ = ÔÎOi) e H¿Ü2S3; Zp),j > 1. Define wtíj/J = />', wt(tl) - 1.

Theorem 6.2. H0(C¿; ZJ c H^&S3; ZJ = Z2[£] ö generated by all
monomials of wt k.

H¿Ckx; Zp) c H¿&S3; Zp) = E(h) 0 £(§) 0 7>[/5£/J û genera/*/ ¿y all
monomials o/wt /c.

77ie Nishida relations with lower indices read:

Sqr/ß, (x) = ß^q^x),   Sq?+Iß, (*) = |x|(Sq;(x))2,

7>;ß,(x) = o ifs*o(p),

Pp*'ßQi (x) = ¿Sß.p; (x),    pCßQi (x) = - QoKß (*),

P%ßQx(x) = 0  ifrmo,i(P).

Corollary 6.3. The Steenrod operations on the elements in 6.2 are

determined by the following formulae:

S<£($)-0   ifs>0,

sqi(i) = i2-i VJ>h

S<¿(£,)-0,   n'(C) = 0,

P{'(jB$) = 0   ifs>0,

Pl(ß$)--W-i)P ¡fJ>2>

PUßti) = o.

Theorem 6.4. 77*(C2*/2A) and H*(\/{k¿2]Cx) are isomorphic as modules

over the Steenrod algebra for p = 2 or p odd.
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Proof. We define an isomorphism

/ I*/2J     \
9: H,(C2¡k/Zk) -> H^ yi Cx 1 c Hm(ti2S3)

as follows. If p = 2, define 9(ef) = §. If p > 2, define 0(X) = ix, 6(ej) = §,
O(ßej) = ßij, and extend 9 multiplicatively. 9 commutes with the action of

the Steenrod algebra by 6.1 and 6.3. If a monomial in H^(C2k/'Zk) is such

that 2'¡-xr¡2J¡ < r or 2(1 + 2'i=xr;pJ') < r, then its image under 9 has wt <

k/2 and conversely. Since H^X/fJ^q1) c 77*(ñ2.S3) consists of all
monomials of wt < k/2, this proves that 9 is an isomorphism.

Corollary 6.5.

Ik/2]

H*(C2jk/Zk; Z2) =   © S'Mu/Ai=i

[k/2] ,      ,

H*(C2¡k/2k; Zp) =    .©    S*/*-»+Wü/#fc

i=0, l(/>)

wAere e = 0 // / = 0 (/?) a«</ e = 1 if i = 1 (/?), and Mk = A/A {x(ßy)\2pi
+ e > 2k).

Proof. The case /? = 2 follows by Mahowald's results and the case p odd

follows from results of R. Cohen [7] on H*(C¡; Zp).

Corollary 6.6.77*(C2A./2¿; Z^ is generated as a module over the Steenrod

algebra by elements of dimension < k/2. 7/*(C2Jt/2A:; Zp) is generated as a

module over the Steenrod algebra by elements of dimension < 2[[k/2]/p](p —

1) + e, where e = I if [k/2] = l(p) and 0 otherwise.

7. Proof of Theorem A. Let Z -» US2 be the universal covering space. Let

h: SIS3 -> Z be a hfting of tiH: tiS3 -> tiS2. Then A is a homotopy equiva-

lence, and let g: Z -» tiS3 be a homotopy inverse. Let b: ti2S3 -» V" \Ql be

a stable homotopy inverse to the Snaith map. Let/?: V," iQl -» V;Í/2]C/ be

the projection. Define/: CZk/^k^>\/lkJ2]Cx by / = pb(tig)jk, where jk:

C2k/'2k-^(ß2S2)0 = ti(Z). Theorem A is proved if we show that/^ is an

isomorphism on 77„( ; Zp), all /?. £* and (ßg)* are isomorphisms as b is a

homotopy equivalence and tig is a stable homotopy equivalence. If/? = 2,/?„

is an isomorphism in dimension < k/2 and so is jkif, as the lowest

dimensional element in H^(C2k+x/'2k+x; Z^ which is not in the image

ff*«W2*; Z^T^iC^./^+i; Z:) is (e,)(*+1)/2 or (e,)<*+2>/*. Hence

/„ is an isomorphism in dimensions < k/2. By Corollary 6.6, f* is onto the

generators of H*(C2k/1,k; Z¿ over A and hence onto. By 6.4, both sides

have the same rank and thus/* is an isomorphism and so is/,,. The argument

for/? odd is similar with k/2 replaced by
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